RESEARCH
TOOLS

METHOD TO MONITOR
AND QUANTIFY INTERPHASE NUCLEAR
ENVELOPE RUPTURE EVENTS
This invention relates to in vitro method for monitoring interphase Nuclear Envelope Rupture
(NER) events in a eukaryotic cell. This invention also relates to screening or identifying small
molecule libraries, by generating new IP on chemical drug series that can modulate the NER,
a new target for drug development in cancer, anti-Aging, anti-inflammatory diseases…
APPLICATION
This invention provides new methods that allow the Identification of drugs that stimulate or inhibit Nuclear
Envelope Rupture (NER) to eliminate cancer cells and enhance healthy aging of cells.

PROBLEM ADRESSED
In cancer, NER can promote tumor cell death and induce senescence of tumor cells. Thus, drugs to enhance NER
are desirable in cancer. Conversely, NER in normal cells is associated with senescence and aging-related defects,
exemplified in the Progeria syndrome. Maintaining integrity of the NE is essential for cell survival.
This invention provides a fundamental demonstration that the Nuclear Envelope Rupture can be measured, and
that NER contributes to senescence and cell death. The Innovation proposes for the first time, new prototypes for
cell confining devices to induce NE ruptures mechanically on a large number of cells in multi-well plates.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
The present invention provides a way to discover new compounds that facilitate the migration of immature
and mature DCs for the treatment of autoimmune diseases and cancer.
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APPLICATIONS:
Stimulate NER to elimiante cancer cells
(senescence, death, immune acvation)
inhibit NER to reduce aging-related defect
and improve healthy aging of cells

GFP-cGAS is a reporter of nuclear
envelope rupture. Applications of
drugs that interfere with NER to
eliminate cancer cells or promote
healthy aging of cells.

DEVELOPMENT STATUS
Currently, the test is reproducible and has to be validated. The next step is the development of a reporter cell line
and to screen a library of small molecules with it, by generating IP on chemical drug series that can modulate the
NER (in vitro proof of concept).
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IP STATUS & OWNERS
International Patent Application number PCT/EP2017/053665, filed on February 17th, 2017.
Pending EP and US Patent Applications.
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Interested industrial partners for collaboration and licensing opportunities for exploitation.
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